We have fabricated silver microcolumnar photon reflectors to enhance the photon extraction efficiency from a quantum dot. The mechanically robust planar structure is favorable to couple to optical fibers for stable and efficient single-photon sources. A high photon extraction efficiency of up to 18% is achieved.
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We have fabricated silver microcolumnar photon reflectors to enhance the photon extraction efficiency from a quantum dot. The mechanically robust planar structure is favorable to couple to optical fibers for stable and efficient single-photon sources. A high photon extraction efficiency of up to 18% is achieved.
Furthermore, strong suppression of multiphoton generation is confirmed. The proposed structure is quite promising toward the implementation of practical quantum key distribution systems with dot-fiber-coupled photon sources.
Quantum key distribution (QKD) is now regarded as a crucial public infrastructure
for absolutely secure communications, and long-distance fiber-based QKD experiments have been intensively carried out. 1, 2) Photon sources are key devices in the QKD, and from the viewpoint of transmission length, nonclassical single photon sources (SPSs) based on semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have an inherent advantage over the weak coherent pulse (WCP). 3, 4) In order to guarantee the absolute secure communication with the SPSs, suppression of multiphoton emission is essential. Furthermore, a high photon extraction efficiency is important for practical use. In this regard, realization of SPSs with exceeding 10% efficiency can be a yardstick to have advantage over the WCP, which provides optical pulses containing a single photon with a probability of 9% under the widely used average photon number per pulse of 0.1.
Up to now, a variety of SPS structures have been proposed for enhancing the photon extraction efficiency from QDs, such as horn structure, 5) photonic crystal, 6, 7) microcavity, 8, 9) tapered waveguide, [10] [11] [12] [13] micro-pyramid, 14) and tamm plasmon modes. 15) As practical sources utilized in the fiber-based QKD, generated photons should be coupled into a single-mode fiber, and it is expected that firm contact between the source and the fiber is beneficial with respect to long-term stability. Some prototypes in this direction are reported in refs. 16 and 17. However most of the structures so far reported have a high structural aspect ratio; thus, these are not necessarily stable and not very appropriate for the optical fiber contact. In order to introduce the structural robustness for the fiber contact, we have proposed a planar SPS structure with a metal microcolumnar photon reflector. By fabricating the metal reflector, a QD ensemble embedded in semiconductor pillars showed 40-fold emission enhancement.
18)
Fabrication of the proposed planar SPS structure included a cleavage process of the two-dimensional pillar arrays at the base of the pillars. For this cleavage purpose, the weak contact between a thin Au layer and a SiO 2 surface was employed, which was inserted at the metal/semiconductor interface. However the "weak" contact was not satisfactory and the fabrication yield of the proposed SPS structures remained low.
Another limitation was the employment of hard metals such as Ti and Nb from the requisite for the fabrication process. The cleavage process induces shear stress to the pillars, and hard metals were necessary for relatively short (∼300 nm high) pillars. However, hard metals are known to have low optical reflectivity, and the photon extraction efficiency was limited to 8%.
19)
In this paper, we newly introduce a removal layer for separating the metal reflector layer from the substrate, and a much improved fabrication yield as high as 70% is achieved. Furthermore a redesigned pillar structure with higher aspect ratio enables us to adopt highly reflective silver (Ag) as the microcolumnar photon reflector, leading to the high photon extraction efficiency up to 18%.
InAs QDs were grown on a GaAs (001) substrate by metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy (MOMBE). The density of the InAs QDs is estimated as ∼ 3.5 × 10 9 cm −2 , and the sample surface is terminated by a 50-nm-thick GaAs capping layer. After the growth, SPSs with Ag photon reflector after removing GaAs substrate [cf. Fig. 1(d) ].
MHz) was used. The pumping energy was 1.5498 eV, which corresponds to the GaAs Triangles in Fig. 3(b) show raw count rates measured by one of the SPCMs. Net single-photon rate is obtained by eliminating the multiphoton contribution by a factor of √ 1 − g (2) (0), 9) and displayed by squares. The g (2) (0) values are obtained from the photon correlation function analyzed with a multichannel scalar (MCS). The net singlephoton rate agrees well with I 0 · η {X≥1} , which is given by the solid curve in Fig. 3(b) .
Here I 0 indicates an upper limit of the single-photon rate of ∼ 69.8 kHz at 5.2µW, obtained from the corresponding raw count rate (84.0 kHz) and g (2) (0) = 0.31 as derived from Fig. 3(c) . The η {X≥1} is a probability of more than one exciton being captured in the QD by each excitation event, and nonzero η {X≥1} gives rise to single photon
4/9
Delay time (ns) g (2) (τ) emission per pulse via the X − transition with the spectral filtering. Assuming that the initial exciton population generated by each excitation cycle obeys the Poissonian distribution with the average exciton number ofN , we have η {X≥1} = 1 − exp(−N ).
>

22)
The net single photon rate corresponds to f η {X≥1} η ext η trans η SPCM sec −1 , where f , η trans , and η SPCM denote the laser pulse repetition rate, transmission efficiency of the optical setup, and SPCM quantum efficiency, respectively. Since η {X≥1} approaches unity as N → ∞, the photon extraction efficiency η ext can be evaluated if both η trans and η SPCM 5/9
are known. η trans is experimentally obtained to be ∼ 0.0208, which includes transmission of a series of optical filters, lenses, mirrors, and an optical window. From the SPCM datasheet, we assumed η SPCM =0.245. Eventually, η ext from the InAs QD located in the silver microcolumnar photon reflectors amounts to 18%. This value is much improved compared with ∼1% for a QD under a planar air/semiconductor interface and 8% in our previous work.
19)
Finite-difference time domain (FDTD) simulation in which the QD is located on the center axis of the present 500 nm-diameter pillar shows that ∼56% of photons generated from a quantum dot are extracted to outer airside by the Ag microcolumnar photon reflector. The portion of photon flux integrated over a solid angle defined by the NA of the objective lens was 0.8 (blue area in Fig. 1(f) ), which leads to the calculated photon extraction efficiency of 45%. Deviation from the experimentally obtained 18%
is mainly caused by in-plane random positioning of the QD, and also by light scattering due to the residual wavelength-scale roughness at the micropillar sidewalls. It is also
shown that, toward the efficient fiber coupling to the present photon source, slightly smaller diameter instead of 500 nm fabricated in this work will be preferable due to the well-defined single-mode nature of radiation field as shown by the red area in Fig. 1(f) .
Further reduction in diameter will result in drastic decrease of the photon extraction efficiency due to a "cut-off" at ∼350 nm.
At the lower excitation power, reduction of the g (2) (0) value was observed. Furthermore, we have found that g (2) (0) can be further improved by selecting the appropriate excitation energy. In Fig. 4 , g (2) (0) values measured under two excitation energies are summarized. In this case, we examined a different sample (with almost identical structure) in which the spectral overlap between neighboring dots is almost negligible even at saturated intensity. Under the excitation energy above the emission energy by two LO phonons (quasi-resonant excitation), g (2) (0) showed a drastic decrease of nearly one order of magnitude. Actually, we have observed that the multiphoton probability is suppressed to 1/333 in comparison with the WCP with g (2) (0) = 1.
23) The observed low g (2) (0) value owes possibly to the suppressed absorption in the GaAs barrier layer, which prevents the generation of uncorrelated photons. This is realized by reducing the absorption cross section by means of the below-barrier-bandgap quasi-resonant excitation with additional effect of diminishing GaAs volume in the micro-pillar structures.
In summary, we have introduced a silver microcolumnar photon reflector to enhance the photon extraction efficiency from a quantum dot. A high fabrication yield is realized 6/9 with the aid of a silane coupling agent. We have succeeded in extracting 18% of the photons emitted from a QD into air and subsequently collected by the first objective lens. A quite low multiphoton probability is also demonstrated. Due to the mechanical robustness of the present planar photon source structure with a Ag microcolumnar photon reflector, highly stable single-photon sources coupled to an optical fiber are promising and now under study.
